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SPECIAL ISSUE ON THE NEW YOU
PREAMBLE
“All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with

reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood”.

Article 1 of Universal Human Rights Declaration which has universal reference both legally
and morally is the core of living and the activities of every individual must be to this
specification to establish world peace, to live longer satisfying the purpose of living and getting
what we want. We had crossed the stage of availing what we need for which we were forced to
move as a group compromising our priorities. Advancement in civilization has given a wide
exposure to every individual that he must be able to claim what he want and with the
suggestions and opinions given on his claim, he will be able to come up equipping himself to be
the perfect fit and there the human development leads to absolute peace and harmony
holistically. The legal instruments are to regulate individuals assuring them of their status and
pointing only the mistakes to be corrected. The conviction will come if the individual is
indicated of the impacts which will affect him too. Conscience of reasoning is very much
essential in social forum and the ignorance of the people involved should not be the reason for
rejection but inclusive. They must be made to focus on the core purpose, draw out inferences
by themselves and solve the issue for the best of all involved .It is proven fact that if
establishing peace is the core objective of the arbitration, if reaching the purpose is the core
objective of the people involved in the conflicts, they will get ample of solutions benefitting all
which their stance to fight against each other will not bring to themselves even. Any issue of
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the past can be analyzed in this way to realize the truth. To live with the spirit of brotherhood is
not compromising to the majority to gain the livelihood, but giving convincing facts to draw
cooperation that the best of potentials of all will be to use to the society. It is the scenario
where an individual can play his due role without any barriers and hurdles that it is the right
time to establish the human rights of an individual. The binding regulations that deprive the
quality of living are to get reformed to giving the space to perform that one reaches his best of
efficacy on his own and live with confidence taking all that he finds are for his good. Blames
and coercion are for inability to handle the issue. Fear of losing an opportunity is absurd for the
world offers unlimited opportunities to everyone which he could not avail to the whole even
with his life time extended to infinity. Individual specific space provides connectivity and
contribution where as majority specific space provides intersection of interests and negativity.
In this article the necessity for the transition to the mass specific attitude to individual specific
attitude is detailed to draw the attention of viewers for the best of social building.

Dr.Mrs.MeenakshiPrabhakar,
www.aspireacademicexcellence.com,
Coimbatore Institute of Technology,
Coimbatore.
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SPECIAL ISSUE ON “THE NEW YOU”

INTRODUCTION:
All natural processes are cyclic and so is the human
THE NEW YOU

development. It happens in concentric circles and not in a linear
path. Civilization started from individual and hence will transform to

individual specific in every stage. It is for the understanding of the facts involved in
a situation and how one responds to that situation. The same improves for the exposure and
the experiences gained that it gets refined always and leads to progression. All the policies and
principles that have been framed for group living as habits, traditions and culture are to get
transformed to individual specific culture for the better understanding of the world, the
opportunities available and the skills and confidence everyone has built to face the world. It is
the new you, the originality, which is inherited that is going to give out the best of you, every
one too. For being the original, you don’t have to stress yourself much. Simply sharing what we
want and accept suggestions to reach the same will make you all new for there cannot be
predefined principles and formats that suit all. The social conduct right from family, through
friends to society all followed the leadership skills for which the one who emerges out
progressively beyond the expected average performance proved himself to be successful as
leader. Later on for the authenticity and responsibility understood as authority and power, the
dominance and tricks of people played role as leadership skills which is evading out now as the
egalitarian attitude of individuals had established for the children being the only child of their
family, they do not want to follow, but take up good deeds as their own holistically. It is
showing various hues as authority, domination, competition, competency, friendliness,
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brotherhood and so on for their exposure that it is the individual culture that fixes one in the
social forum constructively. There cannot be the instructions and wishes of one that will get
established for commons but the wishes of every common civic finds its way. This needs a total
reformation, but a welcoming change contradictory to the normal expected trend of hardships
to experience the transformation. One can be as he is to the core, transparent to the world and
he has to take the due responses true to his performance that he moves up with conviction.
Similarly, he gets true confidence to stand on his own that he makes the defense to drive away
the preset assumptions and unwarranted criticisms. The new you, is easy to acquire. The new
you, is easy to convince and the new you gives you all that you want that you are your own
teacher, mentor, friend, guide, philosopher and so on. The new you, is to your utmost
satisfaction that you don’t compete, but gain competency. The society then will contribute to
you, get what they want and there won’t be intersections of interests, but absolute satisfaction
of everyone. The fiat money system, having served the purpose as let it be done, is
transforming itself to providing it to all. The niche group, the facilitators are to affluence now
that they could move to understand the basic job requirements to which they are committed
and they could mend people to become self sustained with confidence.
The rituals and rules that have been framed for the society and government are to the
individuals expanding the purpose of the same that it includes the originality of an individual. It
gives constructive space for conviction and hence leads to mindful development of all
concerned. Under this concept, individual culture of global society, all that have been
prevented so far as restrictions can be done with due regulations. Nothing becomes the
possession, but the pride to share with all. It gets multiplied for that habit of sharing is natural
as against the habit of getting isolated. There is absolute inclusion of all concerned that it needs
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no push, but gets all that one wants easily. This assured accomplishment, make all contribute
that there can no longer be negative emotions and pull downs.
The traits that have been built for social well being, for mass living are to get transformed to
individual specific attitude that need to be understood as the foundation for global
development. It is not the image but the truth that is going to rule the world. It is not the virtue
but the status of one that is going to give him what he wants. It is not the majority justice but
the moral justice of an individual that is going to prove him innocent.
It is not the independence but the individuality that is going to liberate him with
responsibilities. It is not the hard work but mindful activity that makes his position convinced. It
is not the ethics but the moral values of possession make him inclusive in a scenario,
exceptionally important in that scenario. It is not the busy schedule but the effective schedule
that makes the contribution of one always progressive and unavoidable. It is not the
responsibility but concern that is going to play due role in the society beyond limits. It is not the
competition but competency that is going to give assured success to an individual undoubtedly,
it is not the physical presence but the real time presence that makes the competency
established, it is not amity by compromise, but amity by conviction that is going to establish
world peace, it is not arbitration through rules of caution, but regulations of conscience that is
going to establish truth to the concerned, it is not sustainability and fear to move , but the
progression and cheer to move forms the evolution much visible, and it is not simply the
survival amidst all odds, but living amidst all evens. What forms the basis to all is the use of
virtual space that tunes the cautious through conscious to conscience. It is art of living, knowing
through feeling to being. That is education in the global scenario ever which had been
restricted for the limited resources we had and that is being liberated now for the virtual space
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that makes the global reach with a finger touch. The illusions of life as time, space, power,
wealth and knowledge are not eternal, they change ever and ever that the same can never be
the constraint for the true growth of an individual. In the move to establish individual culture,
all these illusions have been fixed as quality based assessment which is individual specific and
progressive always and has no rejection at all that growth from the existing situation is assured.
At any point of consideration, there is no chance of deprivation at all. This makes the true
status being established and the simplistic procedure of governance and social forum becomes
simplicity to include all.

Majority and moral justice
The constitution of every nation and the universal
declaration of human rights have been framed
JUSTICE IS NOT
SUPPORT, BUT
CONVICTION OF THE
INVOVLED.

with such a flexibility to include every scenario of living
irrespective of timeline that it is the stringent rules that
have been framed to meet the timeline blocks the

growth and thus conviction. The rules for majority are for the average
performance and there are always outliers
to the expected average. The understanding
of the executers of rules is so poor that they
restricted the performance only to the
average. The rules do permit outliers with
due justification that the majority justice is

EVEN AN INDIVIDUAL
CAN GENERATE
CONVICTION OF THE
WORLD, WITH HIS
MORAL INSTINCT

not the status of the majority people only.
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The majority justice is the rule of the anarchy for they considered themselves as the
exceptional and outstanding and the hardships they underwent to reach such a status are not
minimized out of experience or expertise but made still tougher for the intelligence that getting
through their rigid, clueless standards are the real problems in the development. The moral
justice is what one could justify of his best. The same includes his personal space and
temperament that conviction of the job done and the quality of the social conduct established
helps the assessment. For the majority, the work time may be eight hours a day but the same
need not be to the minute accuracy. One can always prove he does the required volume of job
within five hours, and works extra if the situation demands and his extraordinary potential
deserves due credentials. There cannot be rumours if the volume of job done justifies the same
and is transparent to all.
The affairs of the people are to the core is decided by the family principles and they are
based on the traditions and culture of their region and they are almost followed as rituals and
the purpose of the same is not perceived. Having been followed as rituals, the squeezing
customs find changes for the rapid world, which diverts the purpose. They have a strong bond
in the peoples mind for they are the tools to serve their wishes that there will be aggressive
and negative emotions exhibited if there is an attempt to change and which is important to
protect the purpose. For example, the office hours are generally between 9.00 to 5.00 and the
stipulation is to make the physical presence set to give mindful contribution for a period of five
hours. Focus of assessment and justification by the administrators are to project the volume of
work and the quality of work done to meet the mission and vision of the organization that the
physical presence becomes individual specific and purpose oriented. The administrators
sometimes use it as a tool to execute authority that makes the conflict permanent and permits
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the same to remain detached to the mission and vision of the organization that the growth
becomes corporeal and finance oriented. The head of the organization, department, and family
must be able to include, convince and execute the rules for the majority benefit that all
involved will receive individual specific attention. When they become liberal and lean towards
illegal personal benefits and flattery, the majority will fix it as success strategy and in that
scenario, the affairs of the people stagnate, work towards easy, ill strategies that will regress
the very purpose of living. Moral justice is related to conscience and majority justice is to the
level to which the majority could get convinced. When it is the reach of an individual, the moral
justice may go close to ideal situations, for the different tactics and the mass the majority has ,
it is difficult to move up in the majority justice with respect to social stance of the affairs of
public is sustained. The core lies in exposing them to facts, make them convinced of the
outcome that the changes will be holistic. At this point it would be easy to understand what
justice is. It is not something stipulated, it is the one which is accepted for the majority having
assured of their personal space, the dignity. The time line is immaterial if the personal space is
assured for one. His duty becomes his responsibility holistically. He will not have any limitations
that his contributions will become his best ever. Tuning the moral justice of an individual is
progressive, where as restricting the reach of an individual with the constraints for the masses
as majority justice is regressive.

Virtue and conduct
Virtue is actually meeting the standards and
conduct, being the original. Virtue is expected in the

VIRTUE IS MASK TO
MEET SET
STANDARDS

mass media to define a model for a particular task and
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that sets the standards for the majority in the average forum to follow. In order to rise up to
the leadership level, one must Virtue and conduct set himself to meet this standards which will
not be his own way where he gets squeezed up and end up in a messy situation which
frightens, suppresses others too to move up to the standards. They do not wish to fail and
refrain from taking steps to further that there occurs stagnation and the standards ever remain
a day dream. Also it is forced to accept the best available that the system goes down in its
performance. It furthers the regression and dilution in the performance that would encourage
other mean attitudes to flourish which is not healthy. Conduct on the other hand is to put forth
what best is available and for his best he receives credits and suggestions that could convince
him of the facts that he moves up with confidence correcting, upgrading himself. In this
scenario too what best available is accepted but is not compared to the set standards that the
conviction makes him focused on the purpose. This makes contribution from all among the
forum

the net performance of the system is always progressive.
Though there are no set standards as virtue, the conduct
CONDUCT IS
EVER THE
TRUE STATUS
OF ONE.

receives transformation holistically that there will not be conflicts
and pull downs. Unlike meeting the set standards that always gives a
vacuum, the conduct for the purpose gives a self satisfaction and a
momentum to further in the right direction. When virtue leads to criticisms,

conduct, being self responsible, gives way to suggestions that could improve the performance.
Conduct is individual specific and thus accepts what is given where as virtue expects standards
and that is always mass specific, what had been defined for a particular status. In the era of
internet, and with the global exposure, it is very difficult to get satisfied with virtue that is
appearing as conflicts thus it is high time to move to individual culture by accepting their space
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is due for them. There need not be encroachments, there need not be intersection of interests,
and all have their due place to perform that there need to be only contributions if the fare
share of others is expected by an individual.
In the present context, virtue is not necessary, there need to be conviction for the conduct
that all become inclusive in the social forum. The activity and purpose gains the priority that
there will be always the best of output. If the virtue is given priority, there will not be space for
correction and the people ought to accept what a popular man has instructed for his virtue and
that attitude is stagnating the progression of governance and social forum too.

Individuality and independence
Every one is born free and endowed with the conscience of reasoning that nothing can be
forced upon him for tradition and culture or to facilitate a public
scheme. Everyone should be convinced with due reason
INDIVIDUALITY IS
SOLITUDE WITH
CONNECTEDNESS

that the same brings cooperation, mindful support and
suggestions. In this scenario, the conflicts will be curtailed healthy
with individual efforts that the same will not create any

problems in the social forum. When the purpose of conflict is focused to be
the welfare of majority there cannot be messy situation diverting the core of the
permanent enmity. Individual efforts are always intuitive and
they cannot be validated for the average expectations.
What not is possible for one may be possible for
another

individual

that

there

need

not

be

INDEPENDENCE IS
ABSOLUTE
DETACHMENT
FROM THE SYSTEM

generalized predictions. When one is totally driven
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with interests and produces possible prospects with his might , he need to be encouraged and
there has to be space in the social forum to accommodate such individual efforts. There need
to be space always for second curve that the growth pattern of an individual should not be
restricted with calendar, limitations and power. One will give out his best only if he is free from
illusions like time, space, power, knowledge and wealth. The advent of virtual space has offered
the best of comfort zone to every individual that he is liberated from social influences and only
his skill takes him to wherever he wants and assures whatever he wants. This makes the
spectrum of opportunities boundless that there are numerous connections and platforms with
which an idea gets implemented. In this scenario, it becomes essential to avail the fundamental
rights vested upon an individual and only that makes the society grow beyond the boundaries
of traditions, culture and resources. Rights are not power but responsibilities. When there is
space for individuality, the responsibility entrusted upon self makes one always grow and
resourceful that there is possibility to reach perfection and gain cooperation from others. This
contribution is not symbiotic but unconditional that the frequency and aura set forth in an
environment is conducive and comfortable to all involved. There need not be hierarchy to
control, but there need to be involvement to regulate the system to bring out the best of all
concerned. Independence on the other hand is complete liberation from the core and the
status will not have any connectivity that will fragment the attitude, promote it to be
authoritative, dictating, gather a mass to nod their head for all that one does and finally lead to
disaster and irrecoverable. The dangerous part of it is the effect is not seen or felt till it reaches
an irrevocable situation that one need to have connectivity by enacting individuality with skill
development that contributes to others progression that in turn benefits the performer. The
total independence may win temporarily but for the regression in due course of time will lead
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to permanent failure. We ought to promote individuality that gives solitude to analyses ones
own performance, take the suggestions of others to improve and that will always lead to
progression. Independence can be an interim status when things go messy, out of order, to
regulate the situation but can never be self motivated to remain uncontrollable altogether.
Nature is impulsive, it always exerts connectivity, and the same may not be what we want but
always what is due for us that if we follow our intuition, the connectivity in the social forum can
never be destructive. Independence leads to enmity where as individuality leads to form a
group of conducive frequency that brings us all that we want. Independence is strenuous.
Individuality is easy to get in, takeoff in any situation. Independence is aggressive, stagnant and
regressive too in the long run. Individuality is resourceful, self relying and is the way to assured
success. There is no doubt, there is no risk, but the success is sure. It is simply an
accomplishment deriving the due support for the proven performance and not the
achievement that makes one exhausted with independence. Independence many times
enforces repetitive jobs, where as individuality makes it to be taken as relay by the faith
generated out of performance. When individuality is given priority, you need not have to
remain intact till the accomplishment, it takes its own way for sure and your fair part reaches
you without making you claim for it. Struggle for it. Do not hold anything, it comes to you
automatically for your deserving contribution. Negative and aggressive emotions are absolutely
unwarranted if your individuality gives you utmost confidence to perform for the purpose and
remain self satisfied.
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Value and Ethics
Value is individual specific and ethics is predefined standards. Ethics can never

suit

an individual that it always set idealistic conditions. If the individuality
promotes value for an individual, it is progressive and hence

VALUE IS
SELF ESTEEM

acceptable and visualized at every stage of development. The value
is not permanent and gives way for evolution that there will be space for

conviction. The

set standards are always regressive, they not only deprive development, but controls the
normal performance too that the calamities are uncontrollable in the recent times. The same
throws light upon several factors as reasons and the core lies in the expectations unreachable
by an individual yet imposed by the society for their greed. Each one is blessed with an
individual, unique trait which will help him fix in the forum. Ethics is basically the true status of
a person, that could be a reference for others, not a must. For the social conduct and for the
professional success one needs a few basic traits as interest, involvement, and concern that
build the ethics of a profession. It need not be set as standards, but could very well be
understood as values of an individual. The core lies in understanding an individual and giving
him space to know who we are and what our intention is. Value builds our confidence, make us
identify what

suits us best that we feel satisfied always. This self realization convinces
one that he upgrades himself and moves up firmly. Ethics make

ETHICS IS SOCIAL
REGULATION
FOR A POSITION

one always deprived of the standards than conviction that it
stagnates him in the place where he is. It is always preferable to
value an individual and enhance him with suggestions and space

to

move up that every individual contributes their best to the system.
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Hardwork and mindful activity
It is to be noted that the ideas that work well now will not be the same ever and hence no
innovation
HARD WORK IS ROUTINE
FOR AVERAGE
EXPECTATION

remains

eternal.

The

evolution

progresses every idea and this rapid world
make it much faster than one could assimilate
and make use of it which fixed the urge to go for latest

technology and futuristic model to stand in the commercial trend that they lose focus to what
optimum a technology could offer for the purpose. This forms a rest, a pressurizing need to
check what is absolutely needed and what has been imposed upon to carry on the adversity
and popularity. At this point of time, it is essential to realize it is the right time to balance the
personal and professional time and there is no need to squeeze as hard work to achieve
something, which could be reached much easily with mindful activities. By

Brooding

over the aspects several times, refining and polishing the
aspects to get the optimum and the best of purpose
there will be mindful activity that eliminates the

MINDFUL ACTIVITY IS
PERSONALISED FOR
THE BEST OUTCOME

unwarranted, improves the efficacy and add to free
giving satisfaction for the confidence in the job. The relaxed

time
state of mind then drives to

better performance always. It is to be understood that the civilization has reached its
ultimatum that it would break with further loads. There need to be load relief to make the jobs
absolutely to the purpose and the stress relief will bring back the performance to the optimum,
what is absolutely needed. The time and energy saved offers adequate space for revitalization
and growth that the efficiency and output improves with very little effort put forth towards it.
We need not exert strenuous efforts. It is for the resources what we have on our own, it will
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happen very easily, that gives us a focus what are to be done and what not. Mindful activity
offers solitude; it eliminates unwarranted messy situations and complications that the work
done meets the purpose absolutely. For this one should be out of traditional and habit based
attitude and set to trustworthiness to create faith in others that they could approach us in
absolute need and we will make them to be with us in absolute needs. This will take time for
conviction at the initial stage but once set will save all our resources and make us comfortable
at all occasions. A work done for the purpose will never squeeze one, will never demand hard
work and will never make one evacuated at the end. It fills the soul and drives to the purpose
and leaves a comfortable environment to move further on. It needs only one aspect which
cannot be given with stringent rule but a must to boost performance. There must be flexibility
to apply mind with conviction than to respond for time and space as routine. This may not be
possible if the physical presence as attendance is aimed at, but can always be possible of the
volume of work done is measured and made available transparent to the people around.

Busy and effective schedule

It is for the attitude
In of
theattention
day old practices
seeking and
of leadership
to keep hold
as responsibility,
of the situation.
the
It complete
happenedcredit
in the scen
BUSY
SCHEDULE IS
ENGAGED
SCHEDULE

goes to the leader and the team members gain their benefits only as
experience. This made a few to go negative and for the credentials are to
the leaders, it made the situation messy and squeezed. Those who wish
to move up are to sacrifice their personal space and make them always

available for service that it again convinced people to go against rules to gain personal
benefits too. This made the family move away from the individual and since there is no
morality established for the stance, the total cores went out of order. The advent of
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globalization and the use of virtual space have fixed this with the corporeal attitude that there
need not be responsibility for the leader but coordination to make the right person perform the
right job. This made their contribution receive due credentials and the purpose of the job got
expanded for the effective sharing that there was no authority of the leader but his
authentication played the role. The busy schedule of an individual got justified as effective
schedule of all involved to keep the momentum assuring the personal space. The calamities
and shocks faced for the busy schedule that demanded compromise of the personal space if
one wishes to remain successful got shifted to his own paradigm and his convenience and this
is the arena where the talents get due authentication that we don’t have to search jobs, we
create several for our efficacy. The efficiency of the job is our due share that we need not go till
the end, we need not bother for the results, if we fare our due share mindfully, and that
momentum fixes that of all that the efficacy is to the best of all. It pays to all involved that
there will not be intersection of interests but contribution of others to everyone who wish to
avail the same. The effective schedule makes one claim for his rights, his own environment and
move away when his role is not needed that the situation is conducive for the best of purpose.
There is no custom and tradition, there is no formality but only the purpose is aimed at which
makes all to move in an easy to pursue scenario. There is no compulsion and no sacrifice that
the likeminded frequency set a comfortable forum of all involved. The need to make a
comfortable environment is felt that the conflicts too get resolved in a flexible manner
accommodating the best of all involved. Effective schedule involves conviction thus the
rationale to analyse the situation. Busy schedule is duty conscious and many times adopted as
routine that sets a boredom and mindless discharge of duty transferring the blame to someone
else which spoils the scenario. Conviction happens with the skill development that it becomes
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absolutely essential to get engaged in a job which fills your soul and kindle interest and remain
dynamic with innovations.

Responsibility and Contribution
Responsibility assigns a job as burden and mistakes are not
RESPONSIBILITY IS
JOB ENTRUSTED
OUT OF FAITH

inclusive. There need to be absolute supervision to
make the job success and thus responsibility makes one
pressurized and the environment he creates is vibrant and
squeaky which many times spoils the job to the core. Responsibility is

entrusted on an individual who has to keep the progress and many times the purpose as secret
and he has to exert the needed job only by executing control and blind orders. This will not
make the involved inclusive and they do the job without any interest that the final assembly
makes the responsible person struggle a lot. In spite of it, the success is not assures. Instead
contribution is the interest shown by an individual to execute a job to its best where

there

is no expectation as standard that he involves the entire team, he
reveals them the purpose, accepts suggestions and redesign the
schedule that the people involve with interest and give out their
best for the concern of the leader to move as a team’s

EFFECTIVE
SCHEDULE IS
ENCOURAGED
SCHEDULE

responsibility. This contribution brings out the best with no
limitations and the burden will never
CONTRIBUTION
IS JOB CREATED
OUT OF ITNEREST

be felt but only

the result is aimed at and that gives the satisfaction to
move further ahead that there is no need for push to award and
rewards too. The comfortable environment and the freedom to move
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ahead for the choice of the individual, make them fixed to the job mindfully by all means.

Competition and competency

Competition among a group or between two individuals stagnate the growth and make them
find reasons to pull down others in the process of which they lose their progression. It deprives
quality and triggers one to be aggressive and find
COMPETITION
SUPPRESSES HUMAN
RESOURCE

crooked ways to beat one that he cannot rise up
again. This victory is meaningless and gives a vacuum
even after victory. It builds unwarranted courage to

oppose anything and everything and finally the world as a whole
becomes an envy. A competitive attitude always makes one to choose tricks rather than own
up gradation. Skill development deserves least priority then that conflicts will not be healthy
and contributing to global growth. When there is no skill, there need to be tricks to win a
situation that becomes the strategy of winners. This not only spoils the concerned but makes
every other to follow the same that the whole situation becomes messy. Competency on the
other hand is to include all progressively accepting suggestions to improve that there will
always be efforts to improve and that competency makes one to transcend and contribute to
all. The urge to enhance competency makes the effective schedule to come into practice, that it
eliminates intersections and promotes participation of all involved with interest to give out
their best. Competency makes one relieved of all pressures and efforts to live with dependency
and symbiosis that he moves to live on his own with his design of life that promotes self
reliance, satisfaction and an effortless contribution providing platform for all to perform.
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Enhancing competency is not a difficult job, it is much easier than tricks for it includes the
originality of the involved, make him to be real that he assimilates facts on his own and gives
out holistic transformation. Most of the ailments the society is facing in the recent times are
due to pretention, lack of connectivity and attachment to the system and the need to remain
cautious that builds pressure. We can be as we are and yet we gain the importance for what we
really are and it is very much certain the bond you create is much stronger and wider than what
you had earlier with cautious attitude of pretention. Competency is the core of individual
stance in social forum.

Real time space and virtual space
Real time space needs our physical presence and the efforts
we put forth to make it happen is strenuous that we
REAL TIME SPACE
DEMANDS PHYSICAL
RPESENSCE AND
FORMALITIES

become tired and exhausted when the purpose calls on and
we make it compensated with emotional checks that will not
last for a long time. Instead if the purpose is focused there will

be ample of reasons for effective communication and conviction, that we
maintain a cool temperament and at the same time the efficiency of the performance is
improved. If we include the people for their talents, their soul gets triggered and their
contribution is much better than what they could give in the routine. If
gets involved, there is no burden and force that the task
will be performed with utmost contribution from
all. The formalities concerned with personal

COMPETENCY ADDS
TO HUMAN
RESOURCES

visits are to be relieved taking the advantages of
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virtual space that all meetings are to be conducted online. All sharing and official proceedings
must be online that it eliminates the intruded dilution out of pressure of illusions as time,
space, power, wealth and knowledge. Internet makes us avail
everything to the best of efficacy irrespective of these
illusions that we remain resourceful, independent,
contributing and remain connected to the society
purposefully.

Virtual

space

offers

VIRTUAL SPACE
PROMOTES
COMPETENCY AND
PURPOSE

immediate

references and information that there will not be breaks

and

stagnation

but reasons of conviction to move further on. Virtual space conserves reserves, provides space
for skill development with conviction and establishes the true status of all involved. Illusions
cannot sweep off the situations and purpose that the core purpose of a task is grounded
holistically to everyone concerned. Real-time space offers a busy schedule making one stick to
illusions knowingly or unknowingly. Virtual space provides conviction, what best one can offer
on his own and generates momentum in everyone involved that the efficacy in social stance
gets improved holistically.

Arbitration and amity
Social conduct leads to conflicts. They remain healthy only
ARBITRATION IS
MEDIATION

when the purpose of the job is focused at. But in this rapid
world everyone is dumped with loads of information and for
which they think themselves big and want to be the centre for which

they use all tactics. The majority of the society has faith in active platform that they always
wish to be successful which is beyond reality. Success and failure will not be to a person if he
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performs all his tasks purposefully in transcendence. The conflicts will get anchored to the
individuals involved only when everyone want to be successful and that leads to arbitration.
The mediation actually is not needed and is mostly general for it is almost based on general
judicial norms where as the moral justice is truly linked to the individuals concerned. Many
times the moral justice is just opposite to the general arbitration that the efforts in arbitration
is not to lead but to provide a space for the involved to share facts and come to a conclusion
with conviction. The judicial system should not enforce the judgment on to the concerned, but
create conviction among themselves inclusively. What the society needs today is not
advancement in social economic sector, technical and science sector but fraternity among the
individuals that need to be prioritized. The foremost factor to be considered is the concerned
are all inclusive in the judgment that they all move with cooperation hereafter. The judgment
should satisfy all involved and should first create the mindful communication to include the
concerned. There is no point in eliminating one absolutely for the judgment need to be rigid, no
such scenario in reality exists. The rivalry created out of mindless contribution of all involved
makes the scenario vibrant which could be to amity if the concerned share what they actually
wish to establish. Unfortunately, the social forum made people to remain with a mask of
successful individual amidst all illusions that he is focused much on his victory

though

he stands for a wrong deed by chance. Amity is not
compromise to maintain the calm environment, it is giving
due conviction to clear the conflicting scenario that the
cooperation extended multiplies the benefits. Purpose of a job
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focused not the ego of an individual for which the virtue and image are to be given up. An
individual can never be always successful, if the purpose is focused at, there cannot be biased
support that the forum receives the best of contribution from all.

Authority and authentication
The success of a task remains in the fair share of best by all.
AUTHORITY IS
DOMINATION

Authority is not domination, is not the responsibility
entrusted on an individual, power assigned to him to execute
control. It is authentication assigned to him to coordinate people,

bring out the best of all concerned and to provide a comfortable environment to all concerned.
It is not executing restrictions, but regulations to convince all involved. The authentication is
actually not mediation, but a transition to bring out the stance of involved constructively
towards a better performance. Focus every individual what best could be done progressively
with his might that there won’t be competition but enhancement of competency.
Authentication makes one linked to the concern, where as authority make them all give a
detached outlook. The vision and mission of the system to get into every individual holistically
with whom one might be able to get his prospects elevated to high performance. Authority
provides a distance from the coworkers that there will not be effective sharing, authenticity
provides a true link with the hierarchy that everyone will have a clear idea of what could be
offered that there will not be intersection of interests.
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Respect and concern
Respect is something related to virtue and image, age which may not be eternal. It makes
one gain respect out of position and authority that when the same is not there, the difference
felt many times lead to ill health and aggressive measures to remain in the social platform till
death. Our life is to

live, which has all spectrum of life that includes pleasure,
recreation, rest, passive conduct and so on. It is

RESPECT IS FAKE

ridiculous if we think we will be remembered only if we
remain

in the lime light. The benefit of our efforts always speak even in the absence of us

and that freedom offers more projection that that could be generated out of self induced
passion and adversity. When concern is established it is reciprocities and the contribution is
without any expectations that there can be whole hearted participation and unconditional
output. It must be realized the benefits are much above the expected output that reaches us
without even a single move from our side. This effortless living
comes out of self oriented contributions with
transcendence.

Self

oriented

approach

CONCERN IS HOLISTIC

is

enforced here since the selfless attitude many times is

free

and

is

subjected to mindless contributions and leads to complications in the long run. Concern is
effective scheduling with due proportioning of resources that it makes one confident of
assured success.
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Sustainability and progression
Sustainability is towards compromise with a mass and
moving towards set standards amidst criticisms and
SUSTAINABILITY IS
ENGINEERED GROWTH
AND SELECTIVE

pull downs that the orientation is to sustain the existing
status. But for the principles of evolution, nothing can
persist, everything evolves on its own even if stringent measures

are taken to control the growth. The resources remain boundless and the activities of the
people in the existing scenario is to get liberated assuring best of connectivity for the needed
situation that the greedy attitude to get fixed to a position is evading out. The core is getting
established with the skills that there is no longer search for job to sustain life but the job itself
is created for living. Progression on the other hand is not to meeting standards, but to enhance
from where one stands that there is always conviction and suggestions to move up,
contributions to development that there can always be satisfaction of all involved. This leads to
self realization that the life standards improve and the mentality of the people

grows up

to include all. They will have the exposure to realize everyone
has their own space to live and its design is to their
choice that the intersection of interests will not be

PROGRESSION IS
REAL GROWTH AND
ASSURED TO ALL

there. The progression makes all creations of nature to
the best of use that there need not be resources conservation,

but

the

use

of

resources to avail its life time purposefully.
Living and Being
The quality needed in the social stance is perseverance and not authority, conviction, not
domination. There is absolutely no need to get enmeshed in illusions of life as time, space,
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power, wealth and knowledge. Illusions get hold of
us and we will be forced to stick to them

LIVING IS CONVICTION
AND INDIVIDUAL SPECIFIC

that we simply remain as being, and struggle for
survival. The position as first is floating, thus we got

to chase it, retain it ever in the fear of which we lost sight at the best opportunities available
before us ready to serve us to be the best effortlessly. The quality of being best is with
competency, out of routine and set an example ever. This is absolutely to our might and can
make miracles that could chase away the preset illusionary margins. We can bounce and leap
with assured success all depends only on our efforts. We don’t have to

create mass,

generate support, compromise to remain intact
with

them,

yet

with

conviction

and

BEING IS COMPROMISE
AND MASS SPECIFIC

justification, we do have the best of all true to
purpose and the same is not binding, exerting a pressure on us, but gives a

the
mindful

cooperation right in time. This makes effortless living. This gives utmost satisfaction. This gives
the core of peace and amity that we set all others to a regulated forum which will have assured
personal space to live with their mind focused to the purpose.
Conclusion
Unlike the routine to generate masses as majority, this article throws light upon the tactics
of being a successful individual contributing the best to the society effortlessly. All that have
been

taught as routine and manners are getting reformed to
individual specific activity that the self realization
THE NEW IS YOUR
ORIGINAL STATUS
EVER
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living is in the quality of service and not the quantity of service. This can happen only if the
individual is relieved of pressures to lead a group but to generate the best of all. The best of a
situation is boosted only when all concerned receives due responsibility. It is unfortunate that
the majority wish to have a carefree life under the name of an individual which puts a lot load
of responsibilities in the process of which he loses his self. He makes a group mindless and
lethargy for which he pays his life and set to survive. We can live to our best if we suggest what
we know out of experience and leave the decision to them. We ought to remain intact with our
stance that the conviction makes them contribute their due. Life can be to our plan if we set
our activities to our best. The contributions from others can then be a bonus. We ought to
focus our activities to gain financial stability at a younger age and from then on our activities
can be for society the outcome of which is bonus to us. This sort of transcendence makes us
live for ourselves yet our contributions pays effortlessly. No single individual can lead the
world, no single individual can bring in transformation. But an individual can transform the
minds to perform that sets the status of world. It is in passive conduct, and in active
participation only if needed. It is the era where the virtual space shares all the tough task of
giving acceleration to an individual that there need not be efforts towards the same. The self
motivated attitude of the internet era do not need advices and suggestions but contributions
acceptable to their level that it is only possible to set self actualization. The solitude needed to
set the self actualization is at its best of the social conduct through virtual space. It brings out
the new you to the society, original to your strengths which is not boosted to set standards but
activated to the best of a scenario.
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